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~R~g~O~at
-~-~r TmL~ much regional de4¢elopment’ policy is still concerned with the
¯ ~ W promotion of’manufacturing:industry there ;has been an increasing
¯ ¯ awareness during the past decade of the contribution to employment
Opportunities which can be made by the development of service industries. The
importam role to be played’ by the grov~tli of service employment has been
clearly recognised in the Northern Ireland Development Programmes: the
programme for I964-69Vpredicted a growth of some 30,000 service jobs; the
programme for 197o-75~ more conservatively suggested an expansion of the
order of i5,ooo. Such eStimate~ as’ have been made of longer term employment
growth in the province also emphasise the importance of services. Recent
estimates Suggest that as much as 60 per cent’ bf the employment’ growth that
could reasonably’ be expected during the n6kfft~Vo decades will probably be
in the services sector,a                    ’
As yet, however, th~ forces determining the growth of service employment
are not very clearly ufide/.stood. This is so at!a r/ational level: it is even more so
a~ ~regiona! and local levels. Yet the extent to which autonomously established
industry can generate service employment is of critical Concern for economic
and physical planning. The importance of the multiplier process in the
generation of service industry is obvious, but the Validity’ Of the multiplier
approach to the analyHs Of empl6yment patterns at the intra-regional area
level depends upon the establishment of a stable relationship between autono-
i~ous and induced industry in existing c~ntres of population. It is not necessary
that the relationship should be identical for all centres for, as the economic
geographers have t01d fis*, differentt0wns play different roles in the life of the
c0mmunity and One’ would not expect Wholesale distribution, for example, to
bear ’the Same. relationship to total employment in~a small village and a large
town. But if the relationship is to be:of use for :prediction then it must be a
reasonably stable function of a small enough number of variables.
The identification of this relationship~is, ir~ ~t sense, a cross-section approach
to the service-manufacturing, or more generally the induced-autonomous
multiplier. It is an apprOaCh which has b~een pioneered in Ireland by the work
1F~on~mic D~veloprr~nt in JV~th~ Ireland, Cmd. 479, Belfast’ HMS0, x965.
~Worthern Ireland Development Pr.ogramtr~ x97o-75
, 
Belfast, HMSO, ~97o.
~TI~ .Northern, Irdandgconom2f, N. Cuthbert, Inaugural,Lecture, The Queen’s University, Belfast,
~97o.
’ ~See for example; B.:]’. L. Berry~ind W.’L. Garrisofi, ,The Functloiial Basis Of Centiml:Place
Hierarchy", Economic GSography, V61: 34, PP. z~5-x54. .... ’
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of Bakera at The Economic and Social Research Institute in Dublin, and what
follows owes a great debt to that work. Baker was mainly interested intesting
the hypoth~!,thatagrlculture is~lessi~efliCient in: {inducing secondary employ-
ment than other types of autonomous activity. In this paper that possibility is
considered, along with others, in an attempt to establish a stable relationshipbetween auton0m0~
’ 
and induc ed~!¢mploy3~n~ ,cnt.:~ ,.~i(:~ ~9, ~, ~ ¯ ~
, The broad hypothesis w~ch ~ t~ted~ ~,~a~ ::~7~ cen~ ~0f. popu!ati0n,
appropHate!y defined,‘ there js)a stable!;rdafio~p, between employment in
industrial sectors W~h .may,..~0m the:point of, yicw of the. centre concerned,
be regarded as autonomous, and emvlovment in~o~er.industrial sectors,,which
following~ accepted usage, maybe d~cfibed,~:jnduced. Thcbasis on,which
a sect0r,is defined.~as ~duccd ~ ~atrthc:dcma.ndf0r~ Rs :gutput:ar~’cs ~W~’thin
the ccn~ con,cemed :~kU~ other sectors ~are regarded~ asaq~onomous,~. It ~, be
readily apparent:that ~e!dichotomy mvolved~ here ~is~mil~!to~e disuncuon
between export and domestic industrZ in export base modqls..
Al~ough th~ an~is w@ ~fial!y c~edout jn tc.rms pf employmenti ~,~,~e
underlying mechanism b,¥~w~ch~emplo~cnt :~induced qpcrat~ through
income. Factor receipts in autonomous industry, arising:.~om,~cxpcnditure
which orig~ates, outside.the, centre ~undcr.considcration~,providc.thc income
ment ~ ~thus bring usedas a proxy f0r~fact~or ~omes ~!th~ in dustsi’es 0ncemed;
emploz~nent~ in an~onomg~us ~dm~t~t, ~ a; ,proxy ifor~:incpme,, resulting ~9m
e~xpenditure ~arislng~outs, ide ~,~t~,  cen~~and,emp!oymcnt~Tm,.~duced:j,n~dus~
as.a proxy for income arisingfrom local. ~enditurc~o~ loc~ industry. " .....
It must be record, however, ’ that factor:income per head yarie3.sub-
smntially from one industry to ~,anolther,. a~d~ ~at in~ o~equence~ employment
can be on!y~ an approxirnateindicator.;oftheexpenditure flow, s, ~ difference
in income per head between autonomo~ and induced indus tr2/: would not be
a critical obstacle ~jt were uniform between centres*: Difficulties arise because
there are "differenc~ in income uer head between the constituent elements of
the sectors and(differences in ~.w, ejghting of the dements inthe various
centres. Thus autonomonsindnstrg~Jnone centre mayb~ dominated b,~ a high~
Social R~Imtitute,~Dublift;’ i966. "" ~ ............................................
qnin~ome terms the basic multipl/er relafiomhlp can be’written ~’= --: or.C-~ =kwhe~c~;-,ai~
autonomom income, ~ total moom¢ and reduced income ~ ~K’~. On the a.~umption that averagv
income pc. head in the autonomom ~ctor, ---" ~ fl and avexageincom¢ ~ head in the induced ~ctor
~ ~fll the corresponding mployment relaticm~dpcan be wntte~ ~a,~.= ~ .’a’: .. :2 aLe~ provxded
tKat,output R~ head:.m ~¢ac.:h.- ~ .m the mme~ for:a!Jicfntres. ,the.rfJa.. t~ons~i"p ~,.mduced~arid
total ~p~oFm¢~ depends only On the valfies of_ ~the.~ditgre anid,output ~ head, me!Bd’ent~ ~ ~i~
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earning industry with a correspondingly high leverage power per employee
to induce local industry while another centre with the same number engaged
in low-income autonomous industry may have a smaller induced sector.
The ideal answer to this problem would be to calculate the induced-
autonomous ratio in terms of income rather than employment. Unfortunately,
only fragmentary information on incomes is available for the centres concerned,
whereas very detailed information on the geographical distribution of employ-
ment is available from the Census of Population. The main body of the investi-
gation was therefore carried out in terms of employment but in the last section
of the paper an attempt was made to recast the analysis in terms of income
indicators.
The analysis fell into two main stages. In the first, attention was directed to
the problems of distinguishing between induced and autonomous employment
and to the problems of identifying meaningful economic regions. The second
stage recognised the possibility that the proportion may be influenced by
factors other than those which have been taken into account in the classifica-
tions of industries and regions. Regression analysis was used to test the
responsiveness of the proportion to a number of independent variables.
The Data: Employment Classifications and Economfc Regions
b ic  data :for =the analysis were the numbers of persons in
fuU-time employment elassifiedl by trade group.~ and recorded for each
local~ authority area~ in the:Northern Ireland Census of Population for
x966"    ~      .    .              ,      ~     ¯
As a: first* step in the investigation this data had :to ~ be~ arranged to fit the
conceptual framework implied by the model; the employment groups ~had to
be classified as either autonomous or induced and the geographicalareas,within
which the:multiplier’process Could be expected to operate had to be defined.
The two classifications are not independent: for Very small areas the proportion
of induced to total employment is likelyto be 10w since a large proportion of
total demand will originate outside the area; Itseems probable that up to some
limit the size of the area and the proportion of induced employment in the total
will be positively correlated. It was important therefore to choose areas which
were sufficiently large to permit the existence of every type of induced activity.
The main conceptual problems in the distinction between autonomous and
induced industry had already been explored in considerable detail by Baker.v
As has been noted the essential characteristic of autonomous industry is that
its factor receipts originate outside the centre concerned. It was not much of
an approximation, therefore, to proceed on the basis that all manufacturing
industry is autonomous. Indeed, even from the point of view of Northern
Ireland as a whole most manufacturing industry Could be regarded as autono-
mous. A larger pr0portion of agricultural than of manufacturing output is
consumed at home but for any population centre significantly smaller than the
Province as a whole, agricultural employment can also be treated as autono-
mous. This .view is reinforced by the fact that wherever the output is sold a
large proportion of factor incomes in agriculture originate in the public sector,
that is, as far as the expenditure decision is concerned, originate outside the
centre, in the form of guarantee payments and subsidies.
The main service trades which must be treated as autonomous are those
provided by the public sector, public administration, medical and dental
services and educational services. To distinguish them from the Commercially
Autonomous groups, Agriculture and Manufacture, these trades are described
as Socially Autonomous. There is an obvious sense in which in the long run the
numbers employed in the provision of medical and educational services is
determined by the population of the centre concerned and might thereforebe
TOp. ~.
IO
k
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said to be a response to demand within the centre. But, viewed in the short run
context of the income multiplier, expenditure on these services arises outside the
centre, and that expenditure, and the corresponding employment which it
generates must therefore be considered as autonomous.
Amongst the industries which can, with reasonable confidence, be classified
as being mainly dependent on local demand are Distribution, Professional
activities such as Legal and Accounting Services and certain Miscellaneous
Services such as laundries, garages, betting shops, etc. These reasonably clear-
cut assignments, together with the industries which have already been identified
as autonomous, accounted for more than 80 per cent of all employment in I966.
This left a number of industrial groups, Gas, Electricity and Water, Transport
and Communications, Construction and Catering which resisted precise
classification on the basis of the origin of demand. Employment in a town gas
works, for example, is almost certainly best treated as induced, but employment
in an electricity generating station or on the maintenance staff of a reservoir
is likely to be autonomous. In the absence of detailed information Baker’s lead
was followed and the Gas, Electricity and Water Order was assigned to the
induced sector. Similarly Transport and Communications probably includes
both autonomous and induced elements but on balance it was thought best to
assign the whole Order to the induced sector.
Baker was able to disaggregate Construction, distinguishing between public
building, which he assigned to the autonomous sector and private building
which he treated as induced. No similar breakdown was available for Northern
Ireland: construction in total~ had to be assigned to one sector or the other.
The decision was finally made on the basis of the figures for gross fixed capital
formation: 64 per cent of construction output in Northern Ireland was financed
by public funds in I966.s On the.basis of this evidence, and recognising the
approximation involved, construction was assigned to the autonomous sector.
In the catering trade employment in hotels and boarding houses which can
be attributed to the provision of overnight accommodation might reasonably
be treated as autonomous on the presumption that anyone living within a
centre is unlikely to stay in a hotel there. Employment in restaurants and bars,
however, is probably largely induced. Moreover, the relative importance of
the two classifications is likely to Vary substantially from centre to centre;
Where tourism is important as, for example in a seaside resort, the catering
trade is likely to be largely autonomous, elsewhere it is likely to be largely
induced. The census data did not distinguish between the various sub-groups
in the Catering total but since it was apparent from alternative evidence9 that
8aVorthern Ireland Digest of Statistics, NO. 38, Sept. x97~
, 
Table I Io.
9A survey of employment for the Catering Industry Training Board, carried out by the Ministry
of Health and Social Services, showed that in 1966, Hotels, Guest Houses andBoardingHouses accounted
for IS.3 per cent of all catering employment.
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hotels and:boarding,, houses, accounted: for a ~relatively smaUi proportion of
emplOyment in the total the whole industry was assigned to the induced sector.
The details~ of the : classifications of activities ass:autonomous or induced are
shown in Appendix I..     " ~L.       : -~, : "_.       .      "            ¯
The limitations imposed ~by the data on,the accuracy of.the division between
autonomous and induced activities obviously have~to.,be taken into acc0untin
the statistical testing of the model. Two types of check hake been employed.
.First, where it seemed likely to be aniimportant consideration the effect on the
results Of realloCating the marginal industrial groups-between the autonomous
and induced classifications has been investigated.. The:results are, reported at
appropriate places in,the text. Secondly, the possibility, that certain actiyities
such as Catering: might have a greater tendency to~ be ;autonomous in tourist
areas than elsewhere was investigated in the regression analysis ...... :
The requirement that Baker used in his specification of economic regions is
twofold: a region should :be large enoughto give the opportunity for~ every
type of economic activity tO be represented in it but not so large as to represent
a significant proportion Of national demand. A third consideration is that, as
far as possible, a region should be.an economic unit. County data~ suchi as those
used in the Baker study, do not meet:this consideration. This is not simply a
matter of size: a county will normally be large enough to meet the first two
requirements, but county: boundaries may well cut across natural economic
units dividing towns from their hinterlands and thereby producing hetero-
geneous groupings of parts of economic units. Inthe context:of the analysis
presented here the characteristic of an economic unit is that autonomous
activity and the consequential induced activity, as defined for the~ purposes of
the analysis, should be located in the same area,
The concepts of Central Place TheOry in which Settlements are regarded as
central places providing services for the population of a surrounding~area are
relevant to the definition of the spatial characteristics of such-an economic unit.
This approach has been muchused byeconomic geographers as a starting point
in the analysis of settlement systems.l°At the same ~me the notion of a town
and its hinterland as an entity provides the ideal economic unit for the analysis
of the autonomous,induced employment. In practice this involves defining the
basic areas for analysis in such a Way that there :i~ alsettlement of significant size
in each and that the settlement occupies areasonably central: position in so far
as the provision of services is concerned. ¯                , ~ :
The geographical breakdown of the 1966 Census provides detailed employ-
ment classifications for 67~ administrative areas (36 County. Boroughs and
Urban Districts and 31 Rural Districts). It was clear from the outset that these
10B. J. L. Berry and A. Pred, Central Place Stiadies,:Regional*Science Research In.ititute Bibliography.
Series I.                                             , ¯ _ -
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units would not meet~ the specifications required for the model: the economic
regions had to’ be produced by amalgamating administrative areas. A pre-
liminary arrangement in which Rural Districts were grouped around towns
resulted in 23 regions which, for the purposes of the analysis, will be described
as Urban Centres. In a number of cases where towns were close together, e.g.
Portadown and Lurgan or Coleraine, Portrush and Portstewart, they were
treated’jointly, as the nucleus of one Urban Centre.
The existence in the 1966 Census of an analysis of labour mobility11 in which
place of residence was cross-classified by place of employment at the level of
administrative areas provided an opportunity for a further test on the suitability
of the defined Urban Centres. In Table I the administrative area data were
amalgamated for Urban Centres and the table shows the proportion of the
engaged labour force resident in each centre which is also employed in the
TABLE I : Working Population: Place of Work and Place of Residence
Urban Centre ....
Belfast !’] ’
Lisburn ~ Greater Belfast
North Down .J:. ,
Londonderry "/, Greater LondonderryLimavady J
Craigavon
~Greater CraigavonTandragee
Ballymena
Cookstown
Newry
Omagh
Enniskillen
Larne
Antrim
Coleraine
Armagh
Downpatrlck
Dungannon
Banbridge
Ballymoney
Strabane
Newcastle
Ballycasfle
Percentage of resident labour
force working in Urban Centre
90.5 -]
44"37 94" I
65"7.3
94"8"~no.2
69.8f~
85"7"~86.253"~J
85’5
83 "4
84"5
92 "2
95 "9
7I’7
71.6
88"7
88.6
76.o
89.1
73.8
70.2
84"4
7o’7
77’o
Source: Northern Ireland Census of Population 1966
, 
General Report. Table 19.
ltAeorthern Ireland Census of Population, i966
, 
General Report. Table x9.
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centre. Four ,urban Centres, Lisburn, North D0wn~ Limavady and Tandragee~
have less than 7° per cent corr~pondence between plac
 
of residence,and place
of employment: the first two are dominated by Belfast, the third by London-i
derry and the fourth by Craigavon. Clearly, these centres do not meet the
required specifications for an :economic region ~and ~they have accordingly,
been combined with their dominant centres.~:This,left a number of, Centres
with residence-employment correspondence of lessthan 8o per~ cent: Some, o£
these, e:g. Lame and Antrim, are strongly influenced by commuting toBelfast:
the others, Banbridge, Newcastle~ Downpatrick, Ballymoney and Ballycastle
have more diverse outside c0nnecdons~ Nevertheless, it was~ felt~ that~the~areas
possessed :sufficient identity to treat them as individual Urban Centres. The
details of the administrative’ areas comprising the resulting 19 Centres:are set~
out in Appendix 2 and their geographical location shown~ on the map:in
Appendix 3.
Finally, it was recognised that~ Greater Belfast, wMch accounted for more
than 5o.6 per cent of total employment in the Province, did not meet the
criterion that no region Should be so large as to represent a significant pro-
portion of national ~demand. Moreover, there is a sense in which Belfast’might
best be regarded as a centre of higher order than the others, providing ::not
only those services which are induced within its area but:services for the
country as a whole. For this reason most of the statistical anaiysis’ Was con-
centrated onthe remaining I8 Urban Centres. ....... ~
Urban Centre Employment Patterns
pROPORTIONS of total employment in each Urban Centre classified bytype of economic activity are shown in Table 2. The details of employ-
ment in each trade group from which the table was constructed are
shown in Appendix 4. The central hypothesis of the analysis is that the pro-
portion of induced to total employment is stable, or at least is a stable function
of a relatively small number of independent variables. The definitions of centres
and of types of employment did in fact achieve some degree of stability: leaving
aside Belfast the proportion varied from 23.0 per cent in Antrim to 35"7 per
cent in Coleraine; the mean proportion was 27.9 per cent, the standard
TABLE 2 : Employment Patterns in Urban Centres, I966
(Percentage of total employment in each Centre)
~: Autonomous Induced
Other
Agriculture Commercial Social Total
Belfast 1.9 46.8 I4"7 63"4 36.6
Londonderry 8.2 41 "3 °0"4 69"9 3°’x
Craigavon 7"9 56.5 9.6 74.o 26.o
Ballymena 15"2 44"1 12.6 71"9 28.1
Cookstown 26"7 38"4 lO’5 75"6 24"4
Newry 19"5 35"4 1°"o 66"9 33"x
Omagh 34.6 2I.O I7"O 72"6 27"4
Enniskillen 38.6 2o’6 15.7 74"9 25" x
Lame 8.9 46.4 Io.7 66.o 34"o
Antrim 12.6 47"7 I6.8 77.1 22"9
Coleraine I5’O 35’8 I3"5 64"3 35’,7
Armagh 23"6 32’8 17"9 74"3 25’7
Downpatrick I6"4 34"6 23"5 74"5 25"5
Dungannon 2o’5 41.6 x 1.8 73"9 26.1
Banbridge I9"4 47"7 8’9 76.0 ~ 24.0‘
Ballymoney 24.8 35.6 I I "271.6 28.4
Strabane ’ 22"3 43"2 9"9 75"4 24.6
Newcastle 21.1 32"8 13"3 67’2 32"8
Ballyc~tle 31"8 25"7 I3"6 7I’I 28"9
Mean of 18 ¢entres (exd. Belfast)    20.4        37"8 13’8    72"1    27"9
aVorthern Ireland 1o. lO 43"o7 I4"50 67"67 32"33
15
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deviation 3.8 per cent and the co-efficient of variation i3.6 per cent. This
showed a considerable improvement over the amount of variation when the
analysis was conducted:in ungrouped administrative areas’,the coefficient of
variation for the administrative areas other than Belfast County Borough was
29.2 per cent. It is also worth noting that the dispersion of the inducedpropor-
tion in Northern Ireland :Urban Centres was much lower than the dispersion
of the I96I :Irish County data used by Baker, Which :had a coefficient of
variation of 23 per cent.1. , ¯ .      ¯ : ¯
The main, divergences from the~ mean of~the I8, Centres were apparent in
Coleraine, Lame, Newry and Newcastle all of which had induced proportions
in excess, of 3°’ per cent and in Antrim, Cookstown, Strabane and Banbridge
which had proportions under 25 per cent. The common characteristic of the
first four is that they are, to a greater or lesser extent, :tourist resorts. In these
areas the proportions of the labour force engaged~in Catering
, 
Retail_Distribu-
tion, and Miscellaneous Services were very much higher than the average for
the country as a whole. But this does not invalidate the hypothesis; it simply
reflects the fact that:much service employment in tourist centres is autonomous
rather than induced. Unfortunately, it is not possible to deal with this problem
by reclassifying that part of Catering employment which exists to meet tourist
demands, for there is no way of identifying it. Treating Catering as autonomous
in all Urban Centres gave a marginal reduction in the coefficient of variation
of the induced proportion~ to I2-48 percent but this was at the obvious cost
of incorrectly classifying much of Catering employment in non-tourist centres.
The problem is, however, too important to ignore and an attempt was made
to deal with it in the regression analysis ~vhich is reported below. ....
The induced proportions which were distinctively lower than average seem
more likely to reflect problemsin the spatial definition of centres than problems
of industrial Classification. A low-induced ratio may reflect the fact that"the
Urban Centre concerned falls within the service orbit of a nearby major ’Urban
centre and it is noticeable that three of the¯ four centres with the lowest induced
proportion, Antrim, Bant)ridge ~and Strabane are very close respecti’cely to
Belfast, Craigavon and Londonderry.
As expected Belfast has the largest proportion of induced to total employment
with 36.6 per cent, This is dueto the size and what might be described ¯as the
"head office" effect of the capital city. Thb~ City provides specialised services for
the~ Province as a whole and the proportion,employed in agriculture is minute.
Clearly Belfast must be regarded as a centre of higher order and different
Character to the other I8 centres.
Because the sum of the induced and autonomous pr0p0rtions is I00, t~e
dispersion of the induced proportion about its mean mirrors the dispersions, of
/
¯ *Op. ¢i.t. Calculations based on Table ~, page 7.
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the autonomous proportion about its mean. The various sub-groups of
autonomous activity are, however, free to vary and the coefficients of variation
for the sub-group proportions, 40.0 per cent for Agriculture, 26.0 per cent for
Non-agriculture Commercially Autonomous and 28.0 per cent for Socially
Autonomous were all higher than that for the induced proportion. The economy
of an Urban Centre may be based mainly on agriculture, as in Omagh or
Enniskillen, on manufacturing, as in Craigavon or Larne or on socially
autonomous activities as in Downpatrick which is a county administrative centre
and the site of a major hospital. Whether or not there are significant variations
in the inductive powers of differing autonomous activities will be discussed
below.
Little change in the general picture resulted from a reclassification of
construction as an induced rather than an autonomous activity. The coefficient
of variation of the induced proportion was reduced to 12.8 but to a large extent
this reflected the increase in the mean value of the revised induced series,
40.8 per cent.
While the results of this first stage of the analysis might be regarded as being
consistent with the broad hypothesis under consideration, and while explana-
tions can be offered for some of the dispersion of the induced employment
proportions about their mean, the amount of variation in the cross-section of
proportions was still large. The purpose of the next section is to explore the
extent to which this variation can be explained by the introduction of inde-
pendent variables~ not yet taken into account.
The. Regression Analysis ¯ ’
B ~oR~. proceeding to the regression results: it may be helpful to directattention to the underlying 10gic of this section of the investigation. ~The
variations in the induced proportions of employment in the cross-section
of urban centres can be ascribed to three main types of influence, (a) those
which arise because the multiplier model does not specify adequately all the
causal forces operating, (b) those which arise systematically because it is not
possible to fit’ the data perfectly to the requirements~of the model and (c) those
which arise because of random factors.
Amongst the possibilities which were candidates for investigation in gro~ap (a)
was the hypothesis that is central to Baker’s work, that some sectors of autonomous
industry, notably agriculture, are less effective than others in the induction of
secondary employment. Baker found that for the Republic~of Ireland the
proportion :of autonomous employment in Agriculture exerted~a significant
influence on the proportion of total employment~that is induced, an influence
which he explained, partly in terms of the relatively low level of agricultural
incomes and partly in terms of the propensity of farmers to spend a smaller
proportion of income than the¯rest of the community on locaUy induced
services. It seemed desirable to investigate whether similar influences operate
in Northern Ireland.
To the extent that it is the level of income that explains the differential
inductive power of agriculture a more general hypothesis can be developed:
the proportion of employment that is induced is a positive function of the
average level of income in the autonomous sector, or, since induced activities
also act to induce employment, of the average level of income in the urban
centre as a whole. Preliminary tests of this hypothesis were unsatisfactory,
however, and reflection suggested that the hypothesis was inadequately
specified. For, while the level of income per head may effect the division
between autonomous and induced activities it will also be the result of that
divisiom Clearly a more systematic formulation of the income hypothesis is
required: this is attempted in the final section of the paper.
Analysis by further specification of the urban centres also falls into type (a).
There were two obvious hypotheses to be tested here. The first is that the
proportion of employment that is induced is a function of the size, i.e. the total
population, of the urban centre. In a sense this is merely an extension of the
line of argument that led to the decision to exclude Belfast from the statistical
analysis: the larger the centre the greater the range of speciallsed services
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provided. But the argument must be treated with caution, for some of the
specialised services, such as those in Education or Medicine might just as easily
be autonomous in a large centre as induced. There was, however, a wide range
of urban centre sizes, even excluding Belfast, ranging from Londonderry with
a population of io4,5oo to Ballycastle with population i I,OOO, and the simple
hypothesis that the induced proportion increases with size seemed worth testing.
The second hypothesis is closely related to the first: it is that the proportion
of total employment that is induced is affected by the distance of the urban
centre from Belfast. The closer a centre is to Belfast the more likely it is that
its residents will use Belfast for some of the specialised services which the large
centre provides. In consequence it is to be expected that the induced proportion
will be positively correlated with distance from the capital city.
Under type (b), variations in the induced proportion arising from the nature
of the data, there were two further areas worth exploring. In the previous
section the possibility was suggested that a number of employment groups
which have been classified as induced might be mainly autonomous in tourist
areas. An attempt was made to ascertain the importance of this influence by
assigning a dummy variable to specified tourist centres in the regressions.
Similarly, the problems arising from uncertainty about the sectoral classifica-
tion of Construction have already been mentioned. There is no obvious way of
dealing with this problem by specifying independent variables in the regression
analysis which will distinguish between centres where Construction is mainly
autonomous and those where it is mainly induced. In view of the fact, however,
that the coefficient of variation of the induced proportion was slightly reduced
by shifting all construction from the autonomous Sector to the induced Sector
it seemed desirable to examine the effects on the regressions of treating all
construction employment as induced.
Tests of the various hypotheses involved regressions of the induced proportion
of employment on the following independent variables for each urban centre;
the proportion of total emplOyment in agriculture; total population, distance
from Belfast and a dummy .variable indicating the specification of a centre as a
tourist area. Each test was carried out on two alternative bases, one with
construction treated as an autonomous activity designated ~as Series A, the
other with construction treated as induced, Series B.
The values of the independent variables for the eighteen urban centres are
set out in Table 3. Distance is measured in terms of the distance between the
largest town within i each Urban Centre and Belfast. NewCastle, Ballycastle,
Larne, Coleraine.and Newry all include major seaside resorts and have been
specified as tourist areas. Employment :in agriculture is expressed as a propor-
tion of total employment. I~opulation is simply the sum of the CenSus figures for
the administrative areas constituting each urban centre.
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T ~a3LE 3 : Populatiqn, Distance’ ~ from ~ Belfast, and, Proportion Employed iwAgricultur al,
"Dis~me    Tourist ~ Totai " " : Proporiion of Agiicultural
from ~elfast . ~" Area " PopUlation i to TotaI Employment :
(miles) ~ Dummy ;: :,: (’oo0)    .i (p~ cent) - ,,
Londonderry
Craigavon
Ballymena
Cookstown
Newry
Omagh
Ennisldllen
Larne- ....
Antrim
Colerairie
Armagh
D0wnpatrick
Dungannon
Banbridge
Ballymoney ~ , ,,
Strabane
Newcastle -:
Ballycastle : ’ .... ;
~k 75
24
- 28.
~ 45k
-- _
38
73
86
2I
17
55
37
Oi .... IO4"5
~"-, ~ 0 66"3
: -~,/L " 0 48"0
:~o 53"5
’ ’ I 57"9 " "’
- ’: o 56.9 ’
o 49"9
¯ 1 41-2
o 37"2
,
i ....... 41.o
@2
o 39"9
36.9
33"4
28"1
7"9,
15"2
26-7
I9"5
34.6 ,,
38.6
8.9
12.6
15.o
, - 23.6
¯ : 16"4,
20-5
19-4
~4~8
¯ , 22.3
~’ 20-4-. ....’, ;2,I" I . :,
I i "0 31.8:
" - ~ " :: -~ , ,,% .: !~: !" -?(h,i.~,;’, k!:" i ~ -
The results of:the~simple~:regressions-for-theFi8 ul’ban:centres are shown in
Table 4. F0r. any particular- :dependent Variable¯ series ,the usual~ statistical
criterion forch0osing :the best :regression iet-is ihe coefficient 0fcorrelati0n, R;
where R2 is ,a measure~ofthe proportion 6f,the;variation~ about the regression
plane that- is, "explained" ,by :the ,regression, equation. It is also~ usefulin ’the
present context to have, for. :corhparative! purposes,, a measure of absolute
unexplained variation;in ’each series !¢elative ~to the. mekn~ 0f~ the :series. The
measure ch0sen.forthis ’purpose was~the standard error of the estim’atedivided
by the mean’6f the’series under;consideration" the resulting statistic~has; beeIi
defined as the coefficientl of unexplained;~iariation. T, he~icbefficient of ~¢ariation
is a standardised proportion~ite measure:of disperfion.about the mean; :the
coefficient of tinexplained variation;iis :ia: similarlF:standardised measure.’ of
dispersion about the,regression plane::      " " ...... ......
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TABLE 4 : Regression Results: Ratio of Induced to Total Employment as the Dependent Variable
(x8 Urban Gentres)
Independent Variables
Coefficient of Coeffcient of
Correlatzon Unexplained Variation
Series A Series B Series A Series B
Population (Pop)
-o84 --.i91 i3.95 i3.i3Tourist Area Dummy (Dum) .837 .853 7.67 6.98
Proportion in Agriculture (Farm)
--’252 --. 133 13"55 13"26
Distance from Belfast (Dis) "o45 --’o75 13"98 13"34
Pop Dum .897 .784 6.4o 8.54
Pop Dum Farm .899 .855 6.56 7.4i
Pop Dum Dis "898 "854 6"58 7"44Pop Dum Farm Dis .9o9 .856 6.46 7.67
Of the independent variables taken singly in the regressions only the Dummy
variable, identifying a tourist area, added anything to the explanation. For
Series A each of the other single variable regressions gave a coefficient of
unexplained variation not very different from the simple coefficient of variation
about the mean of the Series, which, it will be recalled, was i3.6 per cent.
The same broad results were obtained for Series B. The tourist area variable,
with a coefficient of correlation of o’837 for Series A, was significant at the O.Ol
per cent level; the coefficient of unexplained variation was 7.67~ per cent.
With Series B the improvement was even more pronounced, the c6efficient of
unexplained variation was 6.98 per cent.
The obvious next step was to test the effects of combinations of the indepen-
dent variables in a multiple regression analysis. Experiments were carried out
with various combinations using stepwise and ad hoe procedures; the results
shown in Table 4 are those which gave best fit judged either by the coefficient
of multiple correlation R, or by the coefficient of unexplained variation. The
stepwise procedure at the o.o5 level of significance admitted only the Tourist
Area Dummy (Dum) and Population (Pop). The equation (with the t ratios
in parentheses) was
Induced Employment Proportion = 23"2 +7"6 Dum+o.o6 Pop
(per cent)                 (7"8)     (2"82)
With a correlation coefficient of o.897 this equation was successful in explaining
the major part of the variation about the mean of the series. The signs of the
coefficients were as expected from the hypotheses tested: a centre identified as
a tourist area could be expected to have an induced proportion 7.6 percentage
¯ ,    o .
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points tiigher th~ a non2tourist centre ;’each¯thouSand of population added 0.06
percentage points to the proportion. A comparison of actual induced propor-
tions with thc~’estinaated on the basis of:the two-variable equation is shown
in Table 5,
T~ 5 :Jnduved Employment as a Proportion of Total Employment
Urban Centres
Induced Employment . "" ."
Estimated
Propoition
Actual ~ ....
Proportion Di~er~e
Londonderry "
Craigavon
Ballymena
Cookstown
Newry
Omagh
Enniskiller/
Lame
Antrim
C01eraine
Armagh ¯ :
Downpatrick
Dungann0n . :
Banbridge
BaUymoney
Strabane : -~
Newcastle
Ballycasfle ....
29"5
27"2
26-I
26"4
34:3
’~6.6
26"2
33;3
~5"4
33 "3
25.6
25"4
25"2
24"9
124"7
24"7
32"I
~. ¯ 3I’5
30"I
26.0
28.I
26.4
33"I.
27"4
25"1
34"0
22"9
,,35"7
25.7~
25 "5
. 26"I. ,
~4.o
28 "4
24.6
32:8
28.9
¯ ---0-6
I’2
---2 "0
2"0
I’2
--0"8 "
I’I
-...o.7
2-5
--2 "4
--O’I
.o.9
o.9
--3"7
o’I
---o~7
The addition of the Proportion ~Employed in Agriculture ~Farm) as an
independent variable improved the fit marginally,but as can be seen from the
regression eqflation while the coefficient of Farm was negative as expected but
it~was not statistically, significant.
Induced Employment = 24" i +7"52 Dum +0-06 Pop--o’o3 Farm
(per cent)           (7"37)"~ (2"33) " (o’56)
It will be apparent from the results shown in Table 4 that the addition of
Distance fromBelfast ti5 the :combination of Tourist Dummy and’Population
as independent~variables gave: a regression fit only Slightly poorer than the
ombination, Dum, Pop, Far/ni Combining all four independent variables in
the multiple, regression did produce marginal improvement’in the Correlation
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coefficient but as the regression equation shows none of the independent
variables other than Dum was statistically significant.
Induced Proportion = 24"6 +7"33 Dum +0.04 Pop--o.o9 Farm +o.o3 Dis.
(per cent)            (7"2o)     (I’36)    (I’24)      (I’I9)
Part of the reason for this result may have been that there was some correlation
between the independent variables, Farm and Dis: the proportion of total
employment in agriculture increases with distance from Belfast. The coefficient
of simple correlation between the two series was o.57i.
Finally, it is clear from Table 4 that Series B, with Construction treated as
induced :rather than autonomous, gave poorer results in all of the multiple
regressions than Series A. Even in the simple regression involving the Tourist
Area Dummy the apparently lower value for the coefficient of Unexplained
Variation for Series B is mainly a reflection of the higher value of the Mean of
the Series. The Standard Error of Estimate for B was 2"2 compared with 2"I
for Series A. It can be concluded therefore that there is nothing to be gained
from reclassifying construction as an induced activity: given the deficiencies
of the data classification of construction as autonomous is the least unsatis-
factory procedure.
Gross Domestic Product Patterns in Urban Centres
¯ A LTHOUGH the analysis to this point was carried out in terms 0femploy-
~
ment it was recognised at the outset of the paper that :the underlying
mechanism by which industry is induced operates through income;~ As in
many multiplier analyses employment was used as a proxy for income. A
systematic investigation of the possibility that the relationship between induced
and autonomous activities may be affected by the relative levels of income in
each involves a direct approach to the underlying mechanism by’carrying out
the analysis in terms of income, that is, by testing the general hypothesis that
there is a stable relationship-between income generated in induced activities
and total income generated in appropriately defined urban centres.
The reason this approach was not adopted at the outset was the absence of
reliable income data on a regional basis in Northern Ireland. What must be
explored here is whether proxy indicators of income add to the explanation in
terms of employment. The bases of the indicators are the estimates of gross
domestic product by industrial sector which are published annually for
Northern Ireland as a whole,a3 On the assumption that the average product
per person employed in each sector is the same for all urban centres estimates
of gross domestic product generated by autonomous and induced activities
can be produced for each centre.
Differences in average gross domestic product per head between centres
can be decomposed into two elements, one, the result of differences in product
per head in the same industry in different centres, the other the result of
differences in industrial composition in different centres. The procedure
adopted here ignores differences due to the first element and takes into account
only differences arising from the second. For this reason the estimates must be
regarded as very approximate indicators of income. But the fact that the
estimates take into account differences in industrial weighting between centres
should render them a more efficient measure of autonomous and induced
activities than employment. For the assumptions involved in using employment
are not only that there is the same average product per head in similar industries
across the country but that there is the same average product per head in
different industries in the same centre. In the analysis of the autonomous-
13The sectoral breakdown of the published estimates does not correspond to the industrial groupings
used in the analysis. Unpublished estimates at a more detailed level of classification were made available
by the Economic Section of the Northern Ireland Ministry of Finance. These are shown in Appendix I,
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induced multiplier re!atibnship the efficienCy 0f the proxy income estimates are
clearly poorer than aCCurate urban centre income dgta but probably somewhat
better than employmen~.~From this point Of’~ew it seemed desirable to
investigate the effects of recasting the analysis in terms of the income estimates.
The remits of Classifying income generated by type of a~tivity for the
specified urban centres are set out in Table 6. To facilitate comparison with
the employment data the proportion of induced activity calculated on the
basis of em~lo~ent is shown beside the c0rreslb’o~ding measure caiculated on
the basis of income. In every case the income proportion was higher than the
employment proportion~ reflecting the general tendency for average incomes
in the induced sectors to be higher than those in the autonomous sectors.
The average income proportion for the eighteen centres other than Belfast
was 29"7 per cent compared with an average employment proportion of 27.9
per .qdnt. But the difference varied substantially from one centre to another,
from 0"4 percefltage points in the case of Craigavon to 3"5 per cent points
in BaUycastle.
The main reasons for the differences ~stem from two industrial sectors,
Agriculture and Miscellaneous Services. Because gross domestic product per
person,employed is low in Agriculture relative to other sectors the induced pro-
portion in those Urban Centres where there is heavy concentration on ,Agri-
culture
, 
such as Omagh or Enniskillen was raised substantially by recalculating
in terms of income. Similarly, because GDP per head in Miscellaneous Services
is high relative to average incomes earned in ithe autonomous sector the induced
proportion in cetitres where there is hea~,y concentration on Miscellaneous
Servlccs such as the tourist ~reas or Londonderry was raised substanti~UY by
recalculating in terms of income. To the exient that the income proxy estimates
are accurate theSe’Changes should reflect a reduction in the bias introduced by
using the employment data.~ .... ~
But the reformulation of the analysis in terms of income did not, at this stage,
produce any improvement in fit of the data to the general model. The dis-
persion of the induced income proportion about its mean was slightly greater
than the dispersion of the induced employment proportion: the coefficient of
variation for the income series was x4.o per.cent compared with i3.6 per cent
for the employn~eiit series. ~~ ~" ~ ....
The regression analysis did, however, produce an improvement in results.
The stepwise regression procedure at the o’05 level again admitted only, the
Tourist Area Dummy~and’Populati0ff~’ biat,the’fit’~as improved Wi~h a~ correla-
ti6h~coeffici~iit~0fo.~?2,~’l~he equatior/was ~ ’ ’ ~ ’         " ~
.... ’ Indticed iiic0me i~roP0~ti~n -24’97-~o.o5’ POp ~-8’65 DUm’: ~~: ~~"
.. ~ " r
~ :" ~er’cent):i : ’’. ~ (2.56)~ ’":(9.~o) ~’’
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: Inclusion of the proportion employed!inagricultu~ .:,wi’th:,the ~dep,endent
variab!es produced virtu ally,.:no,;~mprQyement in. fit~, .wi#~ :the ,coe, fficignt:,.of
correlation: again roundedi, t%:,o.9~2
.. 
The eclqati0n,was ~::
~ 
~,:~ .,~,:~
,~:(per,~cgm)~-i~- : ~ z (8.73) ~ :(2,3o),, ~(w05) i:i¯
TABLE 6: AuOnomous,and Induced Income ge~rateddn Urban :Gentres
.... (percentage Of total incomegenerated
..... m ....each’~Centre)~ .....~ :~’~¯ :’~~
Income Income
P?opo~tion Proporti6n ’
...... ~ ....:.-¯, ~.,: , ;~. i : in income~
Autonomous~ Induced ,: Induced Employment
:Empl, oyrr~nt
~ Induced
~ PropOrtion :Pr@brtions
Belfast
Derry.~
Craigavon
Ballymena .’
Cookstown ~: .~ 74.1 ~ :: 05.9
Ennisldllen ’ ~    :::
.... " 62-2~ ,,,,,. 37,8 ,36.6 :,, I;2~
68"4 3x’6 3°q ..... I;5:
" : 73"  6.7 26.3 0.4
7’I :I ’: ....~) ’~28,9 28"X ’ ~: ~- 0"8’
’o4"4 : :+ ,,; x.5 ~’~
~:,33:~x :~:, .~.,:~: I’7
°9"~ ~7"4 , :.~ i.8
...... ¯ : 63.5 ,:,~: ..... :.-36.5, .... ¯ 34.o: ,
.,.: -:2.5
~: .....
¯ -75"7,,: ~
24"3 a°’9 .~ i,X:’4:,-.
.... :,"i : 62,~ 37"8 35:7.. o.x
73.6 ....... °7"6 ’ 25’7~" ~:’ " ~i;3
- :
-~ 7~’8 " o7"~ ~, ’ ~ , :’ 05"5 :,7..~ :,;I.’7~
,, ’: _, 73".! ~’ ~,o6.9 . o6q. ....o.~;
74"3 ~5"7-,! ~, ~, 24"0 ,J’7,,, -,
7o’I _ 29"9 28"4 : 0"5
"- -: 74"I ......: ~:~25"9~ 2~-6 x.3
: ,. 64.3 :i -35"7 ,:, ...... 3~’8’, ,: ’°’9
¯
, 67"6,,,: /~(3274", ;.’: i’::~8;9) ~ :3"5 ....
Larnc
Antrim
Coleraine
Armagh ¯
Downpatrick
Dungann0n
Banbridge
Ballymoney
Strabane
Newcastle
Ballycasfle. :~
Meanofx8 Centrbs (exd. ~Belfast) 70"3 .....29;7~. ~ ~’ ~:o7.
~ 
’" ~=: I"8
.N’ort~m Irdand ........66"i 33"9 .... 3°"3 ~ ,~;: ~:, I’~
¯ ~Tlie coeffieient~ of the agricuiturall proportions.was’ ~consider’ablyAower.than
the corresponding Coefficient in the emplo~ent"equadon, i ~’o.o02~’omp~ed
with -o.o3x and the extremely low value of the t statistic suggests that the
differential agri’cultural indu,cd~n effect is, virma~y non-e ,xis, ten~t~n~e, Northern
Ireland income series. Presumably a Substantial part oLwhatever influence
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agriculture exerted on the employment series was picked up in the transforma-
tion to income. There is no evidence that the other factor affecting the employ-
ment generating power of agricul~fure Which Baker noted in the Republic, the
tendency for farmers to spend a smaller than average proportion of their incomes
on induced activities, is present in Northern Ireland.
In general the classification of autonomous and induced activities on the
basis of income generated, reinforced the cross section multiplier hypothesis
despite the inadequacy of the income data. Further validation using improved
income data must await the production of accurate area income estimates for
Northern Ireland. In present circumstances it may Well be better to rely for
practical purposes on the classification of activities based on employment.
:~ x. It is possible to define regions,within Northern Ireland’which are economic
units in the sense that, there is, ,within each; one, a~ predictable relationship
between autonomous and, induced activities. ,The regions or, as they are called
here, :Urban Gentres, can be 0btained,by;aggregating the administrative areas
for which data are available 4nthe Census of Population. ,~         ~ ~
2. The classification of activities as autonomous or induced can be made on
the basis of the details of employment which are available for the appropriately
defined Urban Centres, The proportionofemployment which is induced shows
some variation between centres but much of the variation can be explained by
introducing independent variables, particularly the population of the centre
and a dummy variable indicating a tourist area.
3. There is very little evidence that the inductive power of agricultural
employment is significantly lower than the inductive power of non-agricultural
employment in Northern Ireland. There is no evidence that farmers spend a
lower proportion of income on induced activities than the rest of the community.
4. Activities can also be classified as autonomous or induced on the basis of
income generated but, possibly because only approximate income indicators
are available for Urban Centres, the resulting statistical estimates are only
slightly better than those for employment data.
5. The estimates produced here are of the average relationship between
autonomous and induced employment. For planning purposes it is desirable
to have an estimate of the relationships between a given increase in autonomous
employment and the corresponding increase in induced employment, i.e. it is
desirable to know the marginal or incremental relationship. It may be possible
to estimate this from the changes in autonomous and induced employment in
Urban Centres through time and the authors propose to attempt this for the
l~riod 1966-71 as soon as the detailed results of. the 1971 Census of Population
are available.
!
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Appendix x
Industrial Sectors classified as Inducad Or Autonomoust
Order
Minimum
List
Heading
Gross Domestic
Product per
personera~Olo.yed
£
Autonomous Sector:
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing
Mining and Quarrying
All Manufacturing Industry
Construction
Educational Services
Medical and Dental Services
Public Administration and Defence
Induced Sector:
Gas, Electricity, and Water
Transport and Communication
Distributive Trades
Insurance, Banking and Finance
Accountancy Services
Legal Services
Religious Organisatiom
Other Professional and Scientific Services
Miscellaneous Services
I
II
III-XVI
XVII
XXIV
XVIII
XIX
XX
XXI
XXlII
872
874
87x7
87sL
875f
8793
878
500
x,xo3
76I
1,348
I~III
3000
I,I50
1Standard Industrial Glassification, x958.
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Appendix u
..... Constituent Administrative Areas
Urban Centres
¯ .. County, Boroughs and Urban Districts Rural Districts
Antrim
Armagh
BaUycastle
BaUymena
Ballymoney
Banbridge
Belfast
Coleraine
Cookstown
Craigavon
Downpatrick
Dungannon
Enniskillen
Lame "
Limavady
Lisburn
Londonderry
Newcastle
Newry
North Down
Omagh
Ballyclare
Armagh, Keady
BaUyCastle
Ballymena
Ballymoney
Banbridge, Dromore
Belfast, iCarrickfergus,
Holywood,, Newtownabbey
Co|eraine, Portstewart,
Portrush
Cookstown.
Lurgan, Portad0wn, Tandrag~e’’
Downpatrick
Dungannon .
EnniskiUen                   , :,
Lame, Whitehead
Limavady
] , ¯
Lisburn
LOndonderry, Strabane
~lkeel, Newcastle :’~ :~
Newry, Warrenpoint
Bangor, Donaghadee and
Newtownards
Omagh
Antrim
Armagh
Ballycastle
Ballymena . .....
::; i. BallymOney, . _
Banbridge- ~= ,
Castlereagh ,
Coleraine
Cookstown, Magher~felt
Luigan, Moii~a,)Tandragee
East Down
Dungannon . .
Enniskillen,_ Irvinestown,
Lisnaskea
Lame
Hillsborough, Lisburn~::=’
Londonderry, Strabane
: SoUth D0wn ..... -
Newry~N0. ~ }¢ewry No. 2
North Down
Castledergl Clogher: Omagh
STRABANE
eOmagh
OMAGH
ENNISKILLEN
¯ Enniskillen
¯ Limavady
INE
LONDONDERRY
COOKSTOWN
DungannOno
DUNGANNOI~
Armagh ¯
ARMAGH
BALLYCASTLE
¯ Ballymoney
BALLYMONEY
Bellymena
BALLYMENA
¯ Banb~dge
BANBRIDGE
NEWRY
¯ New~
BELFAST
¯Liabum
Downpatfick
DOWNPATRICK
Newcastle
Kilkeel
o0
Appendix 4: Proportions of Employment in Industrial Sectors for Urban Centres in Northern Ireland, 1966 (percentage of total employed)
Total Induced    Agriculture,
Urban Centre    Employment Proportion Fishing,
Forestry
Public
Mining Manu- Administra- Education Medical Gas, Transport Distributive Retail Wholesale Insurance,
and faauring Construction tion Services and Electricity and Trades Distribution Distribution Banking
Quarrying Industry and Dental and Gommuni- and
Defence Services Water cation Finance
Accountancy
Services
Legal
Services
Religious
Organisa-
tions
Other
Professional
and
Sclentif~
Services
Miscellaneous
Services
Catering,
Hotels,
Etc.
Belfast 266,403 36.6 I "9 0-2 38"2 8"4 6"4 3"7 4.6 2.0 6.4 I5-I 9"2 3"8 2"5 0.4 0-4 0.6 0"7 8"3 2"2
Londonderry 33,59° 3°. i 8-2 o-o 31.6 9"7 11.8 3"4 5"2 1.6 4"7 12-4 8.8 1 "9 x "3 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.4 8"7 2.4
Cralgavon 25,9o3 26.0 7"9 0"3 44"6 11.6 4" i 2.9 2.6 i.o 3"5 12. t 7-6 2-8 I "4 0"3 0.2 0.6 0-4 6.5 i .8
Ballymena I8,8oo 28.1 15.2 0"3 33"0 Io"7 6"3 3"I 3"2 I-o 3-I I4"9 9.6 3"7 0"9 0.2 0-4 0.6 0.4 6.5 i "3
Cookstown x 7,682 24"4 26"7 o.8 23 "4 I4"3 4.o 3.8 2"7 o’7 2 "4 12-6 8-9 I "5 o-6 o-2 o.3 o.6 o .2 6-7 I "5
Newry x 7,ooo 33" I 19"5 o.4 22-3 12"6 4"7 4" i 3"2 I .o 3"5 17"o I o.7 1 "5 1 .o o.2 o.4 i "5 o.3 9"4 2"8
Omagh I6,912 27.4 34.6 o.6 IO’2 Io.I 6.2 4"5 6"3 o.8 2"7 I2-6 9"5 1"5 I-o o’I o.3 o.7 o.3 8"8 2.6Ennisldllen I5,226 25"2 38-6 0-9 1o.7 9-0 6.9 5.0 3-8 0-8 2"7 Io"9 8"9 i "4 0"9 o.I 0.3 0-8 0.3 8.4 2-6
Lame 14,757 34.o 8"9 o’3 36.2 9.8 4.o 3"4 3"3 2.2 xo.o i 1 "2 6"9 1.6 i-6 o.2 o.4 o’5 o-6 7"6 2"9
Antrim 13,938 22"9 12"6 0.9 36.7 I o. I 6.9 2.6 7"3 I-o 4"4 9.o 5.8 i "3 I .o 0-2 0.2 0"4 0-4 6.3 1-8Coleraine 13,3°8 35"7 15.o o-5 21 "4 13"9 5"8 4"7 3"o 1.3 3"9 15"2 11.4 1.7 i "4 o.4 o.4 o.6 i "4 i x .2 4.6
Armagh 13,o59 25"7 23"6 0.6 22.3 io.o 7.1 4.1 6"7 x "3 2"3 13-4 9-I 2.8 0.8 0.2 0.3 0-8 0.4 6.3 2.0Downpatrick I2,834 25"5 16.4 0.7 19.I I4.7 I2.I 2"9 8"5 0.8 3"2 i I .o 7"8 1"4 i "3 0"3 0"4 0"7 0"3 7"5 2"2
Dungannon Io,885 26.I 20.6 0.2 30.9 Io’5 3"3 4"I 4"4 0"7 2.6= 13.2 8.7 2.3 0.8 0.2 0.3 0.9 0-2 7.0 2.0
Banbridge Io,67o 24.0 19"4 0"5 33"3 13"8 3"4 2.2 3"3 I "3 2"9 11 "4 6.0 I-I i .i 0.2 0-3 0"5 0"3 6.1 I "5
Ballymoney 8,49° 28.4 24-8 0.7 20-9 14" i 4"9 3"3 3.0 0"7 2.9 15" I 10-7 3"3 o"4 o-o o. i 0-5 0.2 4"2 i "9
Strabane 7,564 24"6 22"3 o’5 32"6 io.1 4-o 3.6 2.3 1-I 2-1 I 1.6 9"2 i "3 1 .o o.o o.3 o-8 o-2 7"3 2.6
Newcastle 5,865 32"8 21.I o.6 13.5 i8-7 5.o 5.o 3"3 I"4 3.8 i4-5 to.6 I.5 i "3 o.i o.3 i.4 o.2 lO.9 4"4BaUyeastle 3,I76 28-9 3I"8 0.7 8-9 i6-o 4"5 5"o 4"I i.i 3"4 1o.o 7"7 0-8 I.o o.I o.3 t.3 o.5 I 1.3 4.6
Source: Northern Ireland Census of Population, 1966.
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